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The Kalima help us remember Allah in our daily prayers, and it also helps us to follow the Prophet’s teachings in general. “La illaha il Allah, Muhammadun Rasool Allah” means that there is no god except Allah, and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah. Kalimat e Ra’sool e Allah means that Jesus is the Messenger of Allah. Kalima e Muhammadun Rasool e Allah means that Prophet Muhammad is the greatest prophet in the history of
mankind. Everyone who knows the Kalimat will have peace in their hearts and no fear of Allah. The Kalima e Ra’sool e Allah is the most important Kalimat we must pray when we read the Kalimat prayers and there are many benefits for us. Kalima means in Tamil is Kalvi and in Urdu it is Kalim. Kalim is a form of Kursi, which means cupboard or chest. Kalim is the word used in Urdu, Persian, Hindi and Arabic to denote a place of prostration.
“Kalima matric” or “Kalima 11th standard” are terms which refer to daily prayers in school in the Hindi language. We, at Kalima Granite have acquired vast knowledge, experience and a wealth of information about the market, the customers and their varying requirement. We are a reliable and trustworthy manufacturer of Granite Slabs, Granite Plinth, and Polished Granite Slabs. Also, we offer other services like Glass, Polishing, Granite

Kitchen, Polished Granite Kitchen, Granite Kitchen, Polished Granite Kitchen, Granite Marble, Polished Granite Marble, Granite Templates, Polished Granite Templates, Granite Kitchen Worktop, Polished Granite Kitchen Worktop, Granite Marble Worktop, Polished Granite Marble Worktop. We are the only company, who offers these services to their clients at a single place at a budget-friendly rate.The uniqueness of our services lies in our quality
of granite, design and patterns of our worktops, professional customer service, and guarantee.
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